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Embracing Moral Truth: Why Bible Believing Christians
Will Soon be in the Crossfire
Acceptance and diversity quickly supplanting the biblical values of our forefathers
Yorba Linda, California – The religious believes and behavior of Americans have changed
dramatically in the last decade. These changes are responsible for policy changes in everything
from gay marriage, educational reform, and recent Supreme Court rulings. “Faith in America is
definitely in a crisis” observes Pamela Christian. Who studied apologetics at Biola University.
The key changes began as religious diversity and tolerance replaced beliefs in absolute moral
truth which largely sustained American values since its founding. These changes translated into
redefining sexual behavior, marriage and personal responsibility but spilled over into churches as
well. According to Christian, “Subjective truth is not only irrational, it’s also exceedingly
dangerous.” What makes it dangerous is that all ideas are seen as having equal value regardless
of logic or facts.
Christian, the author of Examine Your Faith: Finding Truth in a World of Lies, explains how we
are trying to take religion out of the realm of rational discourse and relegate it to the area of
personal preferences and opinions. “A person’s feelings are highly respected in a culture that
promotes tolerance,” she says, and this leads to misguided assumptions, policies, and educating
people away from truth. Today, she explains, “Public school systems teach kids what to think
rather than how to think.”
While Christians are taught to love people regardless of their beliefs they are not taught to accept
these beliefs as equally valid. In Examine Your Faith, Christian carefully describes what it means
to defend the truth, offers an overview of major belief systems, and helps readers examine the
claims of Christianity on their own while offering evidence for the uniqueness of Christ’s claims
through both prophecy and literature. She says that human beings intrinsically desire truth but
find it increasingly difficult to proclaim truth in unequivocal terms.
As Christian reminds us, merely believing is not faith. In fact, a growing number of people now
embrace no religion at all or claim to be secular humanists. But for those who do claim to
believe, Christian says they must develop a better understanding as to why Christ’s claims trump
all other belief systems.
To schedule an interview with Pamela Christian contact Don Otis at 719275.7775. See also:
www.pamelachristianministries.com or https://vimeo.com/72628520 for book trailer
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